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ABSTRACT

In this study, we designed an advertisement recommendation framework taking into account the interests of
users through utilizing their user profiles, preferences and responses to contents and advertisements. This is
to address the issue on advertisement nuisance to users when using a content service that has
advertisements before or during a content viewing. This kind of marketing strategy of content providers
aims to generate more revenues, however, on the user’s side, it does not give any convenience which turned
out to be a customer unfriendly attribute. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to extract user’s preference
and behavior information and place it in the middle of content viewing to minimize the user’s negative
approach towards advertisement serving its purpose and maximizing its effectiveness.
Keywords: Multi-Layered Ads Recommendation, User Preference, Content-Based Filtering, Collaborative
Filtering, RFM Analysis
1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the global mobile and internet
advertising market is constantly growing. Mobile
ad investments are expected to drive gains,
representing 62.5% of digital ad costs [1]. Digital’s
growth is primarily due to advertiser’s high interest
in mobile ad formats and this has led to the increase
of prices because of the growing competition for
mobile ad space. The mobile ad spending
worldwide was increased to 33.6% from 2016,
which totally amounted to $142.78 billion this year
which is around one-quarter of the media ad
spending. In 2017, worldwide digital ad spending
will expand to $228.44 billion, which is 19.1% of
the total spending. It may be that as digital media
markets develop, and as user experiences enhance,
advertising spending is becoming more efficient.
According to PWC Global E&M report, there are
four major factors that have huge impact on the
growth of the global entertainment and media
(E&M), namely the Internet access, advertising,
video, and gaming [2].
Advertisements provided by various
broadcasting companies and contents services
providers are usually introduced in the middle of
video viewing, where it is visible to the viewers,
however, many viewers are also anticipated to
overlook the introduced advertisements due to lack

of interest. This scenario calls for an urgent action
to minimize user’s resistance on advertisement
selection and change user’s perception towards the
useful information advertisements provide instead
of spam.
The present invention relates to a
framework that recommends the most suitable
advertisment to a user while viewing a specific
content based on the following. First, the user
population is derived using the content-based
filtering based on the content, and the second is the
user population based on the advertisement. After
extracting the population from the first layer,
filtering is performed in the second layer reflecting
the user profile and user preference. It is different
from existing recommendation system by
considering both static information and dynamic
information about the user.
2.

RELATED WORKS

2.1 Recommendation Techniques
There have been many studies related to
recommendation. Several techniques such as
content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and
hybrid method combining both techniques have
been performed. Content-based filtering (CBF)
selects information based on semantic content,
whereas collaborative filtering (CF) combines the
opinions of other users to make a prediction for a
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target user [3]. It is expected to be more effective in
terms of acceptance of the actual recommendation
results.
Content-based filtering methods make
recommendations by analyzing the description of
the items that have been rated by the user and the
description of items to be recommended. CBF
system selects and determines items based on the
correlation and relationship between the content of
the items in the dataset [4]. A variety of algorithms
have been proposed for analyzing the content of
text documents and finding regularities in this
content that can serve as the basis for making
recommendations [5].
Collaborative filtering approach is the
most popular approach for recommendation
systems design. It utilizes a large amount of data
collected from user behavior in the past and
predicts which items users will like. It does not
need to analyze the content of the items. Instead, it
relies on the relationship between users and items,
which are typically encoded in a rating feedback
matrix with each element representing a specific
user rating on a specific item [6].
The hybrid recommendation system,
which combines content-based filters and
collaborative filters, capitalizes on the strengths of
each method [7]. Kim et al. (2006) integrated the
semantic contents from user profiles and user
ratings to calculate user-user similarity [3]. A new
Bayesian network model to deal with the problem
of hybrid recommendation by combining contentbased and collaborative features has been presented
[8]. Basilico and Hofmann (2004) proposed a
unified approach that systematically integrates all
available training information such as past useritem ratings as well as attributes of items or users to
learn a prediction function [9]. Duzen and Aktas
(2016) proposed a hybrid recommender system that
utilizes Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) in order to
overcome cold-start problem of CF and improve the
success rate of the recommender system [10].
As discussed above, recommendation
techniques are widely used in various fields
including content recommendation for mobile users
[11], personalized recommendation model of
Internet ads [12], recommending TV programs [13],
online shopping recommendation based on analysis
of customer opinions [14], articles recommending
for researchers [15], book recommendation through
contents [4], and music similarity computation [16].
This research proposes a multi-layered
method by adding layers reflecting the user’s
preference and RFM (recency, frequency, and
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monetary) analysis as well as the existing CBF and
CF techniques.
2.2 Advertisements Recommendation
Several ranking-based algorithms have
been suggested for recommending advertisement
keywords. Zhang et al. (2012) proposed a novel
algorithm for short-text Web pages advertising
keywords recommendation that leverages the
contents of Wikipedia which has numerous entities
related with a topic linked to each other [17]. A
content-biased PageRank is applied to rank the
related entities and an advertisement-biased factor
is added to recommend high-quality advertising
keywords that are relevant to the target Web page.
Many approaches during the experiments have been
compared and the results show that the proposed
method has more substantial improvement in the
precision of the recommended keywords on shorttext Web pages. The social network platforms learn
predictive models that deliver ads to potential
customers with personal interests. Li et al. (2016)
proposed a context-aware advertising framework
that encourages growth with ad click-through rate,
taking into account relatively static personal
interests and friends’ dynamic news feeds to avoid
repetitive ads. When a read action is triggered on a
user, online search strategies that found the most
relevant ads that matched the first real-time
requirements. In addition, a method for quickly
identifying a change to a user’s top k ads is
proposed. Finally, a hybrid model is proposed
combining the advantages of the two methods to
analyze the dynamics of news feeds for an
appropriate search strategy. Extensive experiments
conducted on multiple real-world social network
and ad data sets validated the effectiveness and
robustness of the hybrid model [18].
2.3 RFM Analysis
In the literature, a number of papers have
been published dealing with selection techniques
for modeling direct marketing response. The most
frequently used selection technique is the RFM
(recency, frequency, and monetary) model. The
RFM model is a simple method that splits each
RFM-variable into categories and assigns
probabilities to each category of each characteristic
in accordance with its differential response
behavior [19]. Segmentation by product usage uses
a RFM analysis to segment customers on the basis
of how long since they made purchases, how
frequently they make purchases, and how much
money they spend [20].
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The three information sources that make
the RFM scores are: a) Recency - The time when
the customer had made a purchase with your
organization. A customer who recently contacts
your organization will probably acknowledge
another interaction; b) Frequency - How regularly
does this customer make purchases with your
organization. It can forecast the schedule of
purchases which will be made by the customer in
the future; c) Monetary - How much total amount
of spending the customer acquired on your
organization’s products in the given time period
[21].
Chen et al. (2009) proposed an algorithm
for discovering RFM sequential patterns from
customers’ purchasing data and empirically
demonstrated the benefits of using RFM sequential
patterns to evaluate the proposed algorithm [22].
RFM analysis techniques are widely used in
marketing related fields, including customer
lifetime value estimation [21, 23].
A related research of Cho et al. (2012)
applies RFM technique in the field of
recommendation system. This study presented a
recommendation framework which is a new method
of applying k-means clustering of item categories
based on RFM in u-commerce under ubiquitous
computing condition which is required for a realtime accessibility and agility and implemented the
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personalized recommendation system [24].
Wei et al. (2010) reviewed the application
of RFM model on various fields, aimed to provide a
comprehensive review of the model application. In
addition, the paper depicted the definition and the
scoring scheme of RFM and presented a summary
on how RFM model has been effectively applied in
a wide variety of areas. Also, the paper described
the extended RFM model by means of an
introduction of how RFM combines with other
variables and models.
3.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

This research proposes a multi-layered
recommendation framework as shown in Figure 1,
which reflects a) contents population based on CF
and advertisements population based on CBF, b)
user’s responses, and c) RFM analysis.
In the proposed framework, the first layer
is a step of generating a population based on
universal preference. The second layer is a step of
filtering the preference population based on user’s
individual behavior. A module for storing user
preferences defining the selection criteria of the
content and advertisement, and a processor
electrically connected to the module performs the
following steps.

Figure 1: Multi-Layered Ads Recommendation Framework
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3.1 Layer 1: Contents/Ads Population Creation

Ads Population after Filtering
= {Af, Ag, … , Aq}
(4)

In the first layer, CF-based content
population
and
CBF-based
advertisement
population are created.
Contents Population based on CF
= {CU1, CU2, … , CUi,, … , CUm}

(1)

where
CU1 is the most preferable content of 1st
user extracted from similar users based on CF
CUi is the most preferable content of i-th
user extracted from similar users based on CF
m is the total number of similar users
based on CF
Ads Population based on CBF
= {A1, A2, … , Aj,, … , An}

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

where
Af and Ag are selected advertisements from
population of (2) based on user’s response
q is the number of selected advertisements
based on user’s response
3.3 Layer 3:
Generation

Ordered

Preference

List

The RFM score can be a basis factor
determining user’s behavior on the specific
situation
and
enable
the
personalized
recommendation. The RFM score will be calculated
as follows:

(2)

RFM score = w1 * RS + w2 * FS + w3 * MS
(5)

where
A1 is the advertisement that matches the
user profile and highest ranking based on CBF
Aj is the advertisement that matches the
user profile and j-th rank based on CBF
n is the total number of advertisements
that matches the user profile based on CBF
These two populations are the inputs for
the next layer of filtering. Each population is
generated based on the user profile. In the case of
CF-based population, other contents watched by
similar users are extracted. The CBF-based
population extracts ads that are close to the target
audience according to the user profile.
3.2 Layer 2: Filtering Populations
The second layer filters content and ads
based on the user’s reaction when the content and
the ad are presented. It searches for preferred
objects according to individual user statistics
managed by content and advertisement and
excludes those with low preference.
Content Population after Filtering
= {CUi, CUj, … , CUp}
(3)
where
CUi and CUj are selected contents from
population of (1) based on user’s response
p is the number of selected contents based
on user’s response

where
w1, w2, w3 are weights of each factor
RS: recency score according to the number of
days since the last transaction
FS: frequency score according to the total
number of times user has made transaction within a
specific period (e.g. three months)
MS: monetary score according to the total
amount that user has paid for transactions within a
specific period
The third layer creates an ordered
preference list using the RFM analysis, determines
the priorities and recommendation probabilities of
the filtered results at layer 2, and calculates
recommendation results accordingly.
Ordered Preference List
(6)
= {(CUi, Af), (CUj, Ag), (CUk, Ah), …}
4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The multi-layer recommendation process
has implemented below as a case study.
First, a set of favorite contents of similar
users is created as shown in Table 1 using CF. Data
of the contents watched by other users similar to the
specific user are extracted and a function for
measuring the similarity is used. In a similar way,
advertisements that match the user profile based on
CBF are created. In this case, we created a
population containing 1,000 contents and 1,000
advertisements each.
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Table 1: Population Creation
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Table 4: Monetary Score (MS) Criteria

Initial Population (n=1000)
Content Population based on CF
Ads Population based on CBF

MS
MS1
MS2
MS3
MS4
MS5

CU1, CU2, … ,
CU1000
A1, A2, … ,
A1000

Population after Filtering (n=100)
Content Population after Filtering
Ads Population after Filtering

CU5, CU20,
… , CU47
A7, A15, … ,
A78

When the first population is generated, the
filtered second set is calculated according to the
user’s tendency. The user’s preference can be input
to the user's favorite genre, actor, director, etc.
The third step uses the RFM analysis to
generate a ranked list of priorities based on the
user’s most recent view, the most frequently
viewed, and the paid amount of the original
contents and advertisements. The RFM score is
calculated according to the criteria shown in Table
2-4.
Recency score is an indicator of how
recently users have watched the contents or ads and
set a five-scale threshold as shown in Table 2.

The final score is calculated using
Equation (5), using three scores and weights. The
weights can be initialized differently according to
the ranking that the service provider thinks, is
important, which can be adjusted according to the
recommendation result and the acceptance rate.
Assuming that the weights for R, F, and M
are the same, there are 125 possible combinations.
We extract the group A (upper 21.6%) by taking
the values of R, F, and M of all three or more. Next,
if any one of the weights is 2, it is assigned to group
B, which corresponds to 29.6% (cumulative
probability 51.2%). Finally, a combination
containing a weight of 1 is assigned to group C,
which accounts for nearly half (48.8%) of the total.
Table 5 shows the indicators for these RFM scores.
Table 5: RFM Score Criteria
Group

Table 2: Recency Score (RS) Criteria
RS
RS1
RS2
RS3
RS4
RS5

Criteria (days)
> 120
91 ~ 120
31 ~ 90
16 ~ 30
<= 15

Criteria
RFM Score
RSiFSjMSk, i>=3 ˄ j>=3 ˄ k>=3

Group A
(n=27, 21.6%)

Group B
(n=37, 29.6%)

Frequency score is an indicator of how
often users have watched the contents or ads and set
criteria as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Frequency Score (FS) Criteria
FS
FS1
FS2
FS3
FS4
FS5

Criteria (KRW)
< 1,000
1,000 ~ 5,000
5,000 ~ 10,000
10,000 ~ 50,000
> 50,000

Group C
(n=61, 48.8%)

Criteria (freq.)
<= 1
2~3
4~5
6~9
>9

The Monetary score is an indicator of how
much you paid for your contents or ads and set the
criteria as shown in Table 4. Here, KRW stands for
Korean Won as the Korean currency.

{RS3FS3MS3, RS3FS3MS4,
RS3FS3MS5, RS3FS4MS3,
RS3FS4MS4, RS3FS4MS5, …,
RS5FS5MS4, RS5FS5MS5}
RSiFSjMSk, i>=2 ˅ j>=2 ˅ k>=2
Not included in Group A
{RS2FS2MS2, RS2FS2MS3,
RS2FS2MS4, RS2FS2MS5,
RS2FS3MS2, RS2FS3MS3, …,
RS5FS2MS4, RS5FS2MS5}
RSiFSjMSk, i=1 ˅ j=1 ˅ k=1
Not included in Group A, B
{RS1FS1MS1, RS1FS1MS2,
RS1FS1MS3, RS1FS1MS4,
RS1FS1MS5, RS1FS2MS1, …,
RS5FS4MS1, RS5FS5MS1}

Table 6 shows the evaluation criteria for
RFM score by group. The green area corresponds to
group A, the grey area is categorized as group B,
and the rest is group C.
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Table 6: Evaluation Criteria for RFM Score by group
RS1FS1
RS1FS2
RS1FS3
RS1FS4
RS1FS5
RS2FS1
RS2FS2
RS2FS3
RS2FS4
RS2FS5
RS3FS1
RS3FS2
RS3FS3
RS3FS4
RS3FS5
RS4FS1
RS4FS2
RS4FS3
RS4FS4
RS4FS5
RS5FS1
RS5FS2
RS5FS3
RS5FS4
RS5FS5

MS1
RS1FS1MS1
RS1FS2MS1
RS1FS3MS1
RS1FS4MS1
RS1FS5MS1
RS2FS1MS1
RS2FS2MS1
RS2FS3MS1
RS2FS4MS1
RS2FS5MS1
RS3FS1MS1
RS3FS2MS1
RS3FS3MS1
RS3FS4MS1
RS3FS5MS1
RS4FS1MS1
RS4FS2MS1
RS4FS3MS1
RS4FS4MS1
RS4FS5MS1
RS5FS1MS1
RS5FS2MS1
RS5FS3MS1
RS5FS4MS1
RS5FS5MS1

MS2
RS1FS1MS2
RS1FS2MS2
RS1FS3MS2
RS1FS4MS2
RS1FS5MS2
RS2FS1MS2
RS2FS2MS2
RS2FS3MS2
RS2FS4MS2
RS2FS5MS2
RS3FS1MS2
RS3FS2MS2
RS3FS3MS2
RS3FS4MS2
RS3FS5MS2
RS4FS1MS2
RS4FS2MS2
RS4FS3MS2
RS4FS4MS2
RS4FS5MS2
RS5FS1MS2
RS5FS2MS2
RS5FS3MS2
RS5FS4MS2
RS5FS5MS2

Recommendations sorted in descending
order according to the RFM final score are
presented. Suggested results consist of a pair of
contents and related ads, and are shown to the user
in priority order. There are two cases in which
recommendations are executed: a) when a user
wants to watch new content, the system
recommends the content based on the preference
and related ads to the user, b) while the user
watches the content, the system recommends the
advertisement that matches the content category.
Table 7 shows the advertisement segments
with a bounce rate of 30% or more in a specific
time period. This is an interval where the
acceptance rate of the advertisement is remarkably
low, and additional analysis is required.
The important evaluation indicators for
ads recommendation are related to ads acceptance
such as supply-to-execution ratio (S-E ratio) and
interval time/period bounce rate.

MS3
RS1FS1MS3
RS1FS2MS3
RS1FS3MS3
RS1FS4MS3
RS1FS5MS3
RS2FS1MS3
RS2FS2MS3
RS2FS3MS3
RS2FS4MS3
RS2FS5MS3
RS3FS1MS3
RS3FS2MS3
RS3FS3MS3
RS3FS4MS3
RS3FS5MS3
RS4FS1MS3
RS4FS2MS3
RS4FS3MS3
RS4FS4MS3
RS4FS5MS3
RS5FS1MS3
RS5FS2MS3
RS5FS3MS3
RS5FS4MS3
RS5FS5MS3

MS4
RS1FS1MS4
RS1FS2MS4
RS1FS3MS4
RS1FS4MS4
RS1FS5MS4
RS2FS1MS4
RS2FS2MS4
RS2FS3MS4
RS2FS4MS4
RS2FS5MS4
RS3FS1MS4
RS3FS2MS4
RS3FS3MS4
RS3FS4MS4
RS3FS5MS4
RS4FS1MS4
RS4FS2MS4
RS4FS3MS4
RS4FS4MS4
RS4FS5MS4
RS5FS1MS4
RS5FS2MS4
RS5FS3MS4
RS5FS4MS4
RS5FS5MS4

MS5
RS1FS1MS5
RS1FS2MS5
RS1FS3MS5
RS1FS4MS5
RS1FS5MS5
RS2FS1MS5
RS2FS2MS5
RS2FS3MS5
RS2FS4MS5
RS2FS5MS5
RS3FS1MS5
RS3FS2MS5
RS3FS3MS5
RS3FS4MS5
RS3FS5MS5
RS4FS1MS5
RS4FS2MS5
RS4FS3MS5
RS4FS4MS5
RS4FS5MS5
RS5FS1MS5
RS5FS2MS5
RS5FS3MS5
RS5FS4MS5
RS5FS5MS5

Table 7: Ads Exceeding the Bounce Rate Threshold
ID

Time

Imp

Start

Comp

Skip

138-----

101

454

413

267

3

B.R.
40.5

142-----

104

11

5

0

0

100.0

142-----

101

132

122

73

0

44.7

143-----

101

3128

2946

2089

15

32.7

143-----

101

27

26

14

0

48.2

144-----

101

10

9

3

0

70.0

302-----

105

28

4

2

0

92.9

302-----

101

1865

1744

1133

12

38.6

808-----

101

11

9

1

5

45.5

Table 8, 9 and 10 show the results of the
test before and after applying the recommendation
system in different environments. The S-E ratio
means the percentage of users actually watches
while the image or advertisement is being served,
and the higher the S-E ratio, the better the adoption
rate of the recommended contents or ads. The
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interval bounce rate means the rate at which the ad
stops and exits.
The lower the interval bounce rate value,
the better the acceptance rate of the recommended
results. The system has improved after the
application of the recommendation algorithm. It is
expected that when data is accumulated and
feedback on the recommendation results is
performed, the performance will gradually improve.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Table 10: Performance Test Results (Android App)
Before RS

Table 8: Performance Test Results (Web)
Before RS

After RS

Date
05/21/17
05/22/17
05/23/17
05/24/17
05/25/17
05/26/17
05/27/17
Average

S-E Ratio
69.34%
73.88%
74.68%
73.72%
73.63%
66.80%
72.55%
72.09%

IBC_Rate
29.61%
24.62%
24.54%
28.33%
27.40%
36.19%
26.83%
28.22%

07/21/17
07/22/17
07/23/17
07/24/17
07/25/17
07/26/17
07/27/17
Average

72.55%
81.34%
71.52%
79.77%
79.85%
77.57%
78.31%
77.27%

25.04%
16.07%
28.99%
18.89%
19.08%
20.64%
20.60%
21.33%

*Recommender system launched: 06/07/17.

After RS

Date
05/21/17
05/22/17
05/23/17
05/24/17
05/25/17
05/26/17
05/27/17
Average

S-E Ratio
90.33%
89.74%
87.67%
87.12%
86.50%
86.67%
86.80%
87.83%

IBC_Rate
11.35%
13.39%
16.48%
18.90%
18.19%
19.07%
18.84%
16.60%

07/21/17
07/22/17
07/23/17
07/24/17
07/25/17
07/26/17
07/27/17
Average

93.05%
93.75%
94.57%
93.80%
93.09%
92.95%
92.84%
93.44%

10.88%
11.10%
9.88%
10.82%
12.35%
12.28%
12.37%
11.38%

*Recommender system launched: 06/13/17.

Figure 2, 3 and 4 are graphs showing the
number of ad plays versus the number of video
plays in different environments. The system
applying the recommendation algorithm has been in
operation since June 7 and 13, 2017, as indicated by
a vertical line on the graph. After applying the
recommendation algorithm, the ratio of ads
execution to contents was continuously increasing
as displayed/shown in figure 2 and 3.

Table 9: Performance Test Results (Windows App)
Before RS

After RS

Date
05/21/17
05/22/17
05/23/17
05/24/17
05/25/17
05/26/17
05/27/17
Average

S-E Ratio
65.52%
62.88%
63.93%
64.46%
63.47%
62.58%
63.08%
63.70%

IBC_Rate
15.96%
14.60%
15.44%
17.38%
15.61%
17.07%
14.70%
15.82%

07/21/17
07/22/17
07/23/17
07/24/17
07/25/17
07/26/17
07/27/17
Average

65.55%
68.00%
60.89%
65.88%
65.30%
65.80%
64.44%
65.12%

11.00%
9.44%
11.48%
11.62%
11.23%
12.48%
12.18%
11.35%

Ads

Con

Figure 2: Contents-Ads Execution Ratio (Web)

*Recommender system launched: 06/07/17.
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Figure 6: Interval Bounce Rate (Windows App)

Ads

Con

Figure 3: Contents-Ads Execution Ratio (Windows
App)

In Figure 4, which is an experimental test
on the android app environment, the number of ad
playbacks does not seem to increase after applying
the recommendation system, due to the decreased
in number of video playbacks. The ratio of the
number of ad plays to the number of video plays
increases as shown in Table 10, where the S-E ratio
increased from 88.27% to 93.65%.

In the case of Figure 6, which was
executed in the windows app, the IBR temporarily
moved up after applying the recommendation
system, yet ultimately it entered the stabilization
phase. As shown in Table 9, IBR decreased from
15.80% to 10.95% before and after introducing the
recommendation system.

Figure 7: Interval Bounce Rate (Android App)

These two indicators represent users’
adoption rates and rejection rates for ads inserted in
the middle of contents, and they are very important
because they are directly related to the advertising
image and profit. As the data accumulates, the
accuracy of the recommendation also increases as
well as the acceptability level of the users.
Ads

4.

Con

Figure 4: Contents-Ads Execution Ratio (Android
App)

Figure 5, 6, and 7 are indices of the
interval bounce rate in the middle of advertising.
The interval bounce rate is gradually declining after
applying the recommendation system, which means
that the acceptance rate of the user is increased.

Figure 5: Interval Bounce Rate (Web)

CONCLUSIONS

Most people have negative notions about
the ads they see while watching content such as
videos and TV shows. However, it is expected that
the advertisement inserted in the middle of content
watching will gradually increase not only on cable
TV but also public-aired channel broadcasting. If
we can provide useful information, rather than
spam ads, distributed to all customers, users will be
satisfied and that will increase user acceptance rate
of the ads and ultimately benefit the service
provider.
The purpose of this research is to propose
a framework for recommending advertisements
inserted in the content that are useful and beneficial
to the viewers. To achieve this goal, we apply RFM
analysis technique used in marketing as well as
traditional recommendation techniques such as
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering.
In the first layer we generated a population
based on universal preference. The preference
population based on user’s individual behavior has
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been filtered in the second step. In the third layer,
RFM analysis technique, which is widely used in
marketing field, was applied.
We have implemented the advertisement
recommendation system based on the proposed
framework of this study together with one of
Korea’s largest contents providers. The system
recommends advertisements to viewers based on
the information content of videos, other similar
users’ behavior, user responses to ads, and RFM
analysis of the content and ads. Experiments were
performed on a plurality of platforms instead of one
platform, so that the experimental results could be
best generalized. Experiments were conducted
through analyzing the behaviors of the users in the
Web, Windows App, and Android App
environments. As shown in Chapter 4, the
performance of the recommendation system is
continuously improved as compared to the
performance before the recommendation system
was introduced.
Since the launch of the recommendation
system, key performance indicators have been
continuously improving. We are currently working
on one of the largest content providers in Korea in
relation to this study. The results of the research
will be registered as intellectual property rights and
will be commercialized in cooperation with
broadcasters and contents service providers. This
research
proposes
a
multi-layered
ads
recommendation framework considering user
preference and behavior. Practically, it is expected
to bring benefits to content service providers,
advertising providers, and users.
More in-depth research is required to
further enhance the recommendation system,
including the determination of recommendation
frequency and timing, by analyzing the contents
information such as video, sound, and stories in the
future.
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